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Forward-Looking Statements

DISCLAIMER
Neither the TSX Venture Exchange nor its Regulation Service Provider (as that term is defined in
the policies of the TSX Venture Exchange) accepts responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of
this material. This presentation may contain forward-looking statements including but not limited
to comments regarding the timing and content of upcoming work programs, geological
interpretations, receipt of property titles, potential mineral recovery processes, etc.
Forward-looking statements address future events and conditions and therefore, involve inherent
risks and uncertainties. Actual results may differ materially from those currently anticipated in
such statements.
QUALIFIED PERSON
The technical information in this corporate presentation was prepared under the supervision
of Canada Cobalt Works Inc.’s President and CEO, Frank J. Basa, P.Eng., who is a member
of Professional Engineers Ontario and is a Qualified Person in accordance with National
Instrument 43-101.
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Canada Cobalt – Investment Opportunity
Vertically Integrated Leader in Canada’s Silver-Cobalt Heartland
➢ Developing three 100% owned, past-producing, high-grade silver-cobalt mines in
northern Ontario
➢ Main focus on the Castle Mine where many exceptionally high-grade veins of
silver, cobalt, gold and nickel have been discovered
➢ Vertical integration and multiple potential near-term revenue streams expected
through the strategic acquisition of an established lab/mineral processing facility
(Temiskaming Testing Laboratories Inc.)
➢ Silver production capability from Castle Mine material demonstrated through the
pouring of silver bars at the facility
➢ Planned processing of mine tailings into silver concentrate – permitting underway
➢ Proprietary Re-2OX Process has produced cobalt sulphate – exceeding battery
industry specifications – with proven broader revenue potential
www.canadacobaltworks.com
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Castle Mine – High-Grade Silver and Cobalt

Castle Mine was one of
the highest-grade silvercobalt mines in the
historic Silver-Cobalt
Camp in Northern Ontario
➢ Previously operated by
Agnico Eagle 1979-1989
with ore grades averaging
26 oz/ton silver
➢ Mines in the Silver-Cobalt
Camp produced over 500
million oz of silver and over
30 million lbs of cobalt in the
1900s
www.canadacobaltworks.com
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Canada Cobalt – Regional Map

www.canadacobaltworks.com
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Castle Mine Property
“Results from our underground
drilling support the interpretation that
much was left behind at the Castle
Mine, not just cobalt but very highgrade silver.”
Jacques Monette,
Director CCW, Career Miner
Press Release Feb. 19, 2019

➢ 78 km2 total claim zone NE of the town of
Gowganda
➢ In middle of previously-producing Gowganda
silver-cobalt camp
➢ Close to all infrastructure
➢ Includes all 3 former Castle Mine shafts #1,
#2 and #3 and the adit (near #2 and #3)
➢ First Nations agreements in place
www.canadacobaltworks.com
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Castle Mine – Exploration at Castle East
Most significant high-grade
silver discovery in the Northern
Ontario Silver-Cobalt District in
40 years
➢ Massive native silver mineralization
found during recent drilling in the Robinson
Zone 1.5 km east of adit/shafts
➢ Intercepts of as high as 70,380 g/t silver
(2,053 oz/ton) – equivalent to 791 g/t gold
– over 0.3 m within broader 4 m core length
of 7,259 g/t silver (212 oz/ton)
➢ New gold zone 5km southeast of the
Robinson Zone with intercepts ranging up to
15.2 g/t; also nickel-copper mineralization
➢ Strong exploration potential extends 17km
northeast
7
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Castle Mine Property – Exploration at Castle East
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Castle Mine – Exploration at Castle East
Massive Native Silver Intersected at Robinson Zone Discovery

www.canadacobaltworks.com
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Castle Mine Property – 3D View

Looking South
Historic Castle Mine
70,380 gpt Ag
over 0.3m
(791 gpt AuEq)

Over 9M oz Silver
and 300k lbs Cobalt
Produced in 1900s
Castle East
Robinson Zone

www.canadacobaltworks.com
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Castle Mine Property – Future Robinson Zone Ramp

Wedge 1
50,583 gpt Ag over 0.6m
(568 gpt AuEq)

Second Panel of
Silver and Cobalt,
Assay Pending

Wedge 2
70,380 gpt Ag over 0.3m
(791 gpt AuEq)

www.canadacobaltworks.com
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Major Advantage/Potential

UNDERGROUND ACCESS AT CASTLE MINE
➢ Castle has permits to access
the mine through an adit and
to drill underground
➢ This has allowed upgrades,
fast-tracked drilling (and
testing), and will allow
targeted mining sooner
➢ No other company in the
Cobalt Camp has permitted
underground access

www.canadacobaltworks.com
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Cross Section Showing Underground
Workings at Castle Mine

➢ Longitudinal section through Castle No.3 workings
➢ View looking North

➢ Mining occurred on 11 different levels during the 1900s down to approximately
850 feet (259.1m)

www.canadacobaltworks.com
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Canada Cobalt – Acquisition of Strategic Assets
Canada Cobalt Acquires Polymet Labs1
➢ Acquisition achieves key goal of becoming a vertically integrated leader in
Canada’s silver-cobalt heartland
➢ CCW’s subsidiary Temiskaming Testing Laboratories Inc. has acquired substantially
all of the assets of PolyMet Resources Inc. -- an ISO certified laboratory and
mineral and precious metals processing facility located in the town of Cobalt, a
short distance from the company’s Castle and Beaver Mines
➢ The 23,000-sq. foot facility allows for multiple potential revenue streams – bullion
pouring, bulk sampling, commercial assaying and e-waste processing including
mixed computer boards processed through the facility’s shredder and ball mill to
recover precious and base metals
➢ The facility will become the new headquarters of Canada Cobalt and will host
Canada Cobalt’s proprietary Re-2OX process for environmentally friendly
extraction of precious and base metals
(1) See company news releases Oct. 10 and 24 and Dec. 4, 2019 and Jan. 10, 2020.
www.canadacobaltworks.com
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Canada Cobalt – Begins Producing Silver Bars

Canada Cobalt Pours Silver Bars from Castle Mine Waste Material1
➢ Company poured 3 silver bars totaling 300 ounces in proof of concept test
➢ Plans are to ramp up with the pouring of a 1,000-oz silver bar in near future
➢ Bars were poured at the PolyMet facility in Cobalt, Ontario from a concentrate
produced by a pilot plant processing mineralized waste material at the Castle Mine
➢ This illustrates the potential for significant silver production along with cobalt at
Castle from both surface waste material and tailings as well as underground mining

➢ Castle was one of Agnico Eagle’s highest-grade mines when it was last mined in the
1980s with ore grades averaging 26 oz/ton Ag (890 grams/tonne Ag)
➢ The same waste material was also used to separately recover cobalt and produce a
cobalt sulphate at SGS Lakefield using the company’s proprietary and
environmentally friendly Re-2OX Process

(1) See company news releases October 16, 2019.

www.canadacobaltworks.com
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Castle Mine – Tailings Program
Tailings ‘Problem’ in the Silver-Cobalt Camp is really a Tailings ‘Opportunity’
Tailings Initiative
➢ Environmentally friendly plan to recover cobalt, silver, gold and other metals
from a very prospective, historic tailings area 300 metres from Castle’s #3 Shaft

➢ Newly acquired gravity separation spiral concentrators made by Mineral
Technologies of Australia will operate underground for test work to complete a flow
sheet for a pilot plant that can treat a minimum of 600 tonnes of tailings per day
➢ Stamp Mill coarse tailings from early 20th century mining at Castle will be processed
underground near the #3 Shaft in a wide-open area on the first level
➢ Recent testing at SGS Lakefield produced a 18,486 g/t silver flotation concentrate
from a 459 g/t silver gravity concentrate from tailings – demonstrating that the
Castle tailings are amenable to flotation and leaching, enhancing potential recoveries
and creating an opportunity for direct shipping precious metal concentrate in addition
to a Re-2OX cobalt sulphate
➢ Potential to establish template for profitable tailings cleanup elsewhere in the Camp
www.canadacobaltworks.com
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Canada Cobalt – Proprietary Technology

First in Camp to produce cobalt sulphate for electric car batteries
➢ Proprietary metallurgical process (Re-2OX) has been proven in lab tests to
produce premium-grade cobalt sulphate – 22.6% cobalt sulphate hexahydrate –
exceeds technical specifications of cathode producers in Asia(1)

➢ Environmentally green Re-2OX is highly efficient/effective/scalable and bypasses
expensive smelting process – no other company has this process – patent
application to be submitted
➢ Pilot plant at Castle mine site produces gravity concentrates – One recent test
showed grades of 9.25% cobalt, 5.65% nickel, 9,250 g/t silver and 49.9% arsenic
➢ Gravity concentrate processed using Re-2OX process at SGS Lab – achieved 99%
recovery of cobalt, silver, nickel, and copper – also removed 99% of arsenic, a
long-time issue in this cobalt-rich district.
➢ Lab work currently focused on producing a suite of nickel-manganese-cobalt
(NMC) battery grade formulations using an additive approach where necessary
(1) See company news releases dated May 31 and August 15, 2018.

www.canadacobaltworks.com
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Canada Cobalt – Development Goal/Plans
Development Goal: Resume Mining at Castle
Near-term Plans
➢ Continued exploration drilling to test for silver, cobalt, gold and other metals in
various vein structures at Level 1 underground at Castle as well as in the Robinson
Zone and the new gold zone 1.5 km east of mine shafts and adit
➢ Proceed with assaying, bulk sampling and bullion pouring operations at the
newly acquired Temiskaming Testing Labs
➢ Tailings Program – Test work using gravity separation spiral concentrators towards
establishing a mill for the processing of 600 tonnes of tailings per day
➢ Ongoing metallurgical testing using the proprietary Re-2OX process aimed at
producing cobalt, nickel and manganese sulphates for end-buyer evaluation
➢ Continued permitting work with the aim of constructing a state-of-the-art 600 t/d
gravity, flotation, cyanidation mill

www.canadacobaltworks.com
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Capital Structure for CCW

Shares outstanding

93,075,655

Warrants

7,708,998

Options

9,005,000

Fully Diluted

109,789,653

www.canadacobaltworks.com
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PRESIDENT AND CEO OF
CANADA COBALT WORKS
Frank J. Basa, P.Eng.

Phone: 1-819-797-4144
frank@grupomoje.com

MINING OFFICE
2875 Ave. Granada
Rouyn-Noranda, QC J9Y 1J1

Phone: 1-819-797-4144
Fax:
1-819-762-2306
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APPENDIX

Two Prospective Properties in Addition to Castle

Former Beaver
and Violet Mines

Castle Mine

Violet Mine

Located in historic
Cobalt Mining
Camp near the
town of Cobalt,
Ontario

Beaver Mine

www.canadacobaltworks.com
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Beaver Silver-Cobalt Property

➢ 20-acre patented mining claim 5 km southeast of Cobalt, Ontario
within the Cobalt Mining Camp – includes surface and mineral rights

➢ Includes former Beaver Mine which produced 7.1 million oz of silver
and 139,472 lbs of cobalt from 1907 to 1940 – mine upgrades in 1970s

➢ High-grade mineralization again confirmed in 2017 – selected
hand-cobbed material at surface averaged 4.68% Cobalt, 3.09% Nickel,
46.9 g/t Silver, and 0.08 g/t Gold

➢ 20 kg hand-cobbed sample from waste rock in 2013 tested:
7.98% Cobalt, 3.98% Nickel, and 1,246 g/t Silver

www.canadacobaltworks.com
Sources: Company news releases February 14, 2013 and October 16, 2015. Sergiades, A.O. 1968, Silver Cobalt
Calcite Vein Deposits of Ontario, Ontario Dept. of Mines, MRC10.
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Castle Mine – Exceptional Silver-Cobalt Asset
Most advanced in mine development in the Cobalt Camp
➢ Only Company in Cobalt Camp with permitted access to underground workings
➢ First company in Cobalt Camp drilling underground: Targeting cobalt-silver-rich
veins in first level of mine
➢ Only company in Camp with Re-2OX process – demonstrated in lab tests to
recover 99% of cobalt, silver, nickel and copper, while removing 99% of arsenic, in 1step leach process; can be used to extract metals from ore, tailings and waste rock
without a smelter
➢ Selected results for underground drilling and bulk and chip samples(1) from Level 1
showed various high-grades – as high as 5.2% cobalt, 5.3% nickel, 13,208 g/t silver
and 10.1 g/t gold (0.5% cobalt normally considered to be high-grade in deposits in
other areas of the world)
➢ Past focus on silver and on a small area of the Castle property leaves substantial
discovery potential
(1) See news releases dated Feb. 14 and 19, 2019, Feb. 27, March 16, May 23, 27, 31,, and June 8, 2018, and, June 12, July 19 and Dec. 1,
www.canadacobaltworks.com
2017. Canada Cobalt cautions that samples are selective and not representative of underground mineralization.
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Castle Mine Property Overview

➢ Property located near Gowganda, Ontario, where several former mines
produced more than 50 million oz Silver and 1.4 million lbs Cobalt
in the 1900s

➢ Historical Castle Mine production*: 9.5 million oz Silver and
300,000 lbs Cobalt
➢ Grades* averaged:
➢ 25 oz/ton Silver and 1 lb/ton Cobalt during 1923-1930

➢ 26 oz/ton Silver during 1979-1989

➢ 2011 drill holes:
➢ CA11-08 intersected 188.8 oz/t (6,476 g/t) Silver over 3.09 m**
➢ CA11-09 intersected 1.44% Cobalt over 0.12 m**

➢ Silver and cobalt typically found in quartz and calcite veins in Nipissing
Diabase, with gold and copper found in the Archean Volcanic rock
*Sources: Sergiades, A.O. 1968, Silver Cobalt Calcite Vein Deposits of Ontario, Ontario Dept. of Mines, MRC10; Company news release
April 11, 2011; and 1989 Cobalt Residents Geologist’s Office.
**Source: Takara Resources Inc. Castle Silver Property Gowganda, Ontario, Canada Ni 43-101 Technical Report, effective date July 9,
2015, report date August 21, 2015, prepared by Claude Duplessis, PEO, of GoldMinds Geoservices Inc. and an independent qualified
person in accordance with NI 43-101.

www.canadacobaltworks.com
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Castle Mine Property Overview (continued)

➢ NI 43-101 technical report completed in 2015
➢ Advanced exploration permit allows access to Castle No. 3 adit to conduct
drilling/sampling, which already have shown high grades
➢ Surface channel sampling in 2014 exposed significant gold and copper
mineralization
➢ Preliminary metallurgical tests in 2017 showed excellent silver and cobalt
recoveries (98.5% and 70.5% respectively) and concentrate grades
(extremely high 11,876 g/t Ag and 10.5% Co). This has now been
surpassed by lab work with Re-2OX process at SGS Laboratories in
Peterborough, Ontario

➢ Camp set-up includes structures, water, diesel power, year-round
road access – a power grid runs through south end of property
*Sources: Sergiades, A.O. 1968, Silver Cobalt Calcite Vein Deposits of Ontario, Ontario Dept. of Mines, MRC10; Company news release
April 11, 2011; and 1989 Cobalt Residents Geologist’s Office.
**Source: Takara Resources Inc. Castle Silver Property Gowganda, Ontario, Canada Ni 43-101 Technical Report, effective date July 9,
2015, report date August 21, 2015, prepared by Claude Duplessis, PEO, of GoldMinds Geoservices Inc. and an independent qualified
person in accordance with NI 43-101.

www.canadacobaltworks.com
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Castle Mine – New Discovery of High-Grade Veins
High-Grade Intercepts from Underground Drilling (1)
➢ Initial assay results revealed unexpected high-grade gold in addition to high-grade
cobalt, silver and nickel in recent multi-directional and very short underground drill
holes near the adit entrance; more results pending
➢ Highlights include:
➢ 22.7 g/t gold and 1.03% cobalt over 0.3 m within a broader 2.4 m core grading 5.8 g/t gold
and 0.78% cobalt in hole C-U-19-016
➢ 4,970 g/t silver (144.9 oz/t) (1.2m to 1.8m), 1.6% cobalt and 1.1% nickel (1.8m to 2.4m)
and 2.9% cobalt, 3.7% nickel and 0.89 g/t gold (4.8m to 5.4mn), in hole C-U-19-06

➢ Past underground drilling highlights include
➢ 3,213 g/t silver over 1 m, including 9,816 g/t silver over 0.33 m in hole CA18-54
➢ 13,208 g/t silver, 0.67% cobalt, and 3.77 g/t gold over 0.50 m within broader 5.51 m zone
showing 1.87% cobalt over 2.54 m and 2,620 g/t silver over 5.51 m in CA18-02

➢ 2.28% cobalt, 261 g/t silver and 1.65% nickel over 7.00 m in hole CA18-001

www.canadacobaltworks.com

(1) See company news releases dated Jan. 3, 2020, Oct. 25, 2019, and Oct. 24, and Nov. 2, 2018.
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Major Discovery Potential at Castle

Exploration Underway at Gold Zone Target
➢ New discovery of a sizeable mineralized area -- nearsurface hydrothermal system with multi-gram goldbearing quartz veins and a halo of disseminated nickel
and copper mineralization – 1.5 km east of adit/shafts

➢ Pyrite-rich Archean gold system intersected in 2,000 m
drilled in holes CS-18-15 through CS18-18; associated with
newly discovered fault structures and strong geophysical
signature; assay results pending
➢ 725-meter long, east-west trending IP anomaly with an
associated chargeability halo detected in this area
➢ Additional drilling planned

www.canadacobaltworks.com
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Canada Cobalt – Re-2OX Revenue Stream
“Re-2OX Unlocks” Agreement confirms broader revenue potential
Global Energy Metals has entered into a binding agreement(1) with Canada Cobalt
Works for a right to use Canada Cobalt Works’ Re-2OX technology for a period of
one year in order to accelerate the advancement of GEMC’s Lovelock Cobalt Mine
and Treasure Box projects.
Canada Cobalt Works' hydrometallurgical process will complement a wider
exploration and drilling program that will allow for reinterpretation of historic data and
a better understanding of the ability to unlock the cobalt, nickel and copper potential
from GEMC's Nevada-based projects.
➢ The agreement, which involves the payment of cash and shares to Canada Cobalt
Works, illustrates how Re-2OX technology can be used to leverage value for
Canada Cobalt Works’ shareholders by unlocking the potential for other companies
to efficiently produce battery grade materials to participate in the global trend towards
electrification
(1) See GEMC news release dated May 30, 2019.
www.canadacobaltworks.com
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Castle Mine – Exploration at Castle East
Follow Up Drilling 2019-2020 at Robinson Zone Discovery1
➢ Surface drilling in 2011 discovered a spectacular high-grade silver vein less than
2 km east of the Castle Mine shafts.
➢ Drill Hole CA11-08 cut 1,194 oz/t silver (40,944 g/t) over 0.45 meters within a
broad core length of 3.1 meters grading 189 oz/t silver (6,476 g/t)
➢ A custom-built borehole inspection camera was recently lowered into this hole to
successfully view, identify and film the vein at a depth of 420 meters, allowing for
an accurate plotting of a series of wedge holes designed to pierce the vein
structure at four different points (see next pages for results).
➢ Wedge-hole drilling was completed and a new hole was drilled to intersect the vein
shoots closer to the surface
➢ Past mining at Castle and nearby Capital and Siscoe mines exploited the high-grade
silver deposits along the shallow western margin of the Nipissing diabase that dips
toward the Castle East area where Canada Cobalt is now targeting additional
deposits
www.canadacobaltworks.com

(1) See company news release Dec. 4, 2019.
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Castle Mine – Exploration at Castle East
Initial Wedge hole results from drilling at Robinson Zone Discovery1
➢ Wedge holes intersected massive
native silver mineralization with
grades exceeding the 2011 level
➢ Wedge hole CS-19-08-W01 intersected
a visually strongly mineralized core
interval of 4.65 m 10 m above and west
of CA-11-08 including 50,583.29 g/t
silver (1,476 oz/ton), 0.30% cobalt,
0.71% nickel, and 0.21% copper over
0.60 m, and averaging 20,741 g/t
silver (605 oz/ton) over 1.5 m
➢ Wedge hole CS19-08-W02 intersected
70,380 g/t silver (2,053 oz/ton) over
0.3 m within broader 4 m core length of
7,259 g/t silver (212 oz/ton)
1) See company news releases Dec. 12 & 23, 2019, Jan. 10, 2020.

www.canadacobaltworks.com
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Cobalt Snapshot
Rapidly Expanding Demand • Constrained Supply • Impact on Prices
Cobalt is an essential metal in electric car & phone batteries,
and in other industrial and military applications
➢ Significant supply deficit and rising price
expected in coming 10 years due to rise in
electric car battery demand1

➢ Supply is constrained - 94% produced as
by-product of nickel & copper mines 2
➢ Buyers seeking alternatives to
“conflict cobalt” - 64% of mined cobalt
comes from DRC3 – Concerns about child
labour and political instability
1. Darton Commodities, Benchmark Mineral Intelligence, Macquarie, CRU
2. Cobalt Development Institute, www.thecdi.com
3. U.S. Geological Survey

www.canadacobaltworks.com
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Electric Car Batteries Will Drive Cobalt Demand

Industry Experts predict world cobalt demand in the coming 10 years will
escalate dramatically, even with planned reductions in the cobalt content
in each battery
➢ 70 lithium-ion battery megafactories currently
under construction1
➢ 90% to use NCM cathode chemistries, and nearly
all new capacity will be low-cobalt NCM811 (8
parts nickel, 1 part cobalt, 1 part manganese) 1 vs.
current higher-cobalt formulations (ex. NCM622)
➢ Even with a significant reduction in cobalt content
in each battery, megafactory demand for cobalt is
forecast to rise four-fold1 (see bar chart)
➢ Megafactory demand by itself will greatly exceed
current world supply for all uses (~125,000 tonnes)
1. Benchmark Minerals, Testimony of Managing Director Simon Moores to
US Senate Committee on Energy and National Resources, February 5,
2019.
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Cobalt Comments from the Pros
“If you increase the nickel proportion (in electric vehicle batteries), you reduce
the stability of the battery and so it has an impact on cycle life, the ability to
charge it fast. Cobalt is the element that makes up for the lack of stability of
nickel. There isn’t a better element than nickel to increase energy density, and
there isn’t a better element than cobalt to make the stuff stable. So (while) you
hear about designing out cobalt, this isn’t going to happen in the next three
decades. It simply doesn’t work.”
Marc Grynberg, CEO of Belgium’s Umicore, a leading supplier of materials for electric vehicle batteries 1

“When you reduce the amount of cobalt that is in cathodes, what you do is you
decrease the life of the battery and increase safety risks….I think manufacturers
are going to be more concerned about ensuring they can give a warranty on the
lithium-ion battery and get the performance they need than reducing the
amount of cobalt in the batteries.”
Casper Rawles, Cobalt/Battery Metals Specialist, Benchmark Minerals 2

1. Reuters News Report, February 12, 2018
2. Bloomberg News Report June 14, 2017

www.canadacobaltworks.com
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Canada Cobalt Market Cap vs. District Peers
Canada Cobalt, which is the most advanced in mine development in the Camp, is
compared to some “newcomer” companies aiming to re-develop cobalt-silver mines

Share Price 1

Market Cap 1

Canada Cobalt Works Inc. (TSXV: CCW)

C$ 0.41

C$ 36 million

Cruz Cobalt Corp. (CNX: CRUZ)

C$ 0.03

C$2.3 million

First Cobalt Corp. (TSXV: FCC) 2

C$ 0.12

C$ 46 million

Quantum Cobalt Corp. (CNX: QBOT)

C$ 0.02

C$1.0 million

1. Source: TMXMoney.com for CNX and TSXV-listed companies. As of March 10, 2020.
2. Cobalt One and CobalTech merged with First Cobalt Corp in 2017.

www.canadacobaltworks.com
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Nipissing Diabase

➢ Silver and cobalt are typically
found in or close to the
Nipissing Diabase
➢ Map shows areas where
Nipissing Diabase (purple) is
known to be at or near the
surface.

www.canadacobaltworks.com
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Castle Mine Geology

Example of mineralized
gold quartz vein (Au)

Typical high-grade silver sample from the Castle property

Found during trenching in late 2014

The Castle land package, now believed to be prospective for
gold in addition to silver, cobalt and other minerals, has
been increased to 78 km2 from the original 564 ha in 2006

www.canadacobaltworks.com
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Castle Mine and Cobalt Camp History
Mining region including Ontario towns of Cobalt, Gowganda and Silver Centre
➢ Cobalt discovered in 1884 and high-grade silver in 1903
➢ In 1911, the Camp produced 30 million oz of silver, making it one of the
largest silver producing areas in the world
➢ Silver and cobalt are typically found together in quartz and calcite veins
➢ Historical production of silver did not focus on cobalt mineralization
➢ Low-grade silver veins were largely ignored, even if they had high-grade cobalt
➢ The Castle Mine, with its high silver grades, was one of the last in operation
➢ Agnico Eagle, which operated the mine 1979-1989, closed the mine because
of low silver prices (US$6/oz)
➢ Castle was the first to re-start activity in the Camp (exploration drilling in 2011)

www.canadacobaltworks.com
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Castle Mine Property Overview (continued)
Most advanced in re-developing silver-cobalt mines in the Cobalt Camp
➢ More than $10 million spent on exploration/development since 2011
➢ Access to underground workings via an adit used in previous mining

➢ Computerized model in progress of past underground mine workings/drill holes
➢ Exploration permits obtained for drilling and sampling (now underway)
➢ First Nations agreements in place

➢ 2011/2018 drilling showed exceptionally high silver/cobalt intercepts
➢ Geophysical IP survey completed in 2017 to target future drilling
➢ Metallurgical testing showing excellent recoveries/concentrate grades

➢ New discovery of gold and copper in 2014 – Golden Corridor Zone

www.canadacobaltworks.com
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2011 Historical Drilling Results at Castle Mine
Castle Intersects 188.8 oz/t Ag Over 3 m
➢ A total of 6,842 m of surface diamond drilling in 12 holes at Castle in 2011
intersected numerous significant intervals including exceptionally high silver grades
in CA11-08 as follows, based on total metallics analyses

Hole

From
(m)

To
(m)

CA11-08

563.54

566.63

including

564.34

564.79

Width
(m)

Width
(feet)

Ag
(g/t)

Ag
(oz/t)

Co
(%)

Ni
(%)

3.09

10.138

6,476

188.80

0.14

0.03

0.45

1.476

40,944

1,193.70

0.91

0.12

True width unknown at this time.
Source: Takara Resources Inc. Castle Silver Property Gowganda, Ontario, Canada NI 43-101 Technical Report, effective date July
9, 2015, report date August 21, 2015, prepared by Claude Duplessis, PEO., of GoldMinds Geoservices Inc. and a Qualified Person
in accordance with NI 43-101.

www.canadacobaltworks.com
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Additional 2011 High-Grade Drill Intercepts
at Castle Mine

Hole

From
(m)

To
(m)

Length
(m)

Ag
ppm

Co
ppm

CA 11-03

573.00

573.90

0.90

12.2

521.0

CA 11-04

393.07

393.86

0.79

10.2

CA 10-07

842.29

843.32

1.03

CA 11-09

343.47

343.59

CA 11-09

350.17

351.44

Au
ppb

Cu
ppm

Zn
ppm

12.0

3,255.0

22,982.0

130.0

9.0

1,149.0

7,795.0

18.0

23.0

6.70

342.0

13,049.0

0.12

19.3

14,455.0

560.0

4,631.0

475.0

1.27

10.5

96.0

287.0

191.0

50.0

Data based on ICP Analyses. True width unknown at this time.
Source: Takara Resources Inc. Castle Silver Property Gowganda, Ontario, Canada NI 43-101 Technical Report, effective date
July 9, 2015, report date August 21, 2015, prepared by Claude Duplessis, PEO., of GoldMinds Geoservices Inc. and a Qualified
Person in accordance with NI 43-101

www.canadacobaltworks.com
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Cross Section Showing Underground
Workings at Castle Mine

Longitudinal section through Castle No. 3 workings.
View looking NE. Image shows topography from the
drone survey completed in the spring of 2016 as well
as the underground workings and historic drill hole
intersection points (from Level 1 drill holes only).
Legend shows grades in ounces per ton silver.

The two surfaces shown are interpreted upper and
lower contacts of the Nipissing diabase sill based on
surface geology, underground mapping and historic
drill hole information. Silver mineralization is
historically spatially associated with the upper half
of this intrusive body.
www.canadacobaltworks.com
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Environmental and Social Responsibility
➢ The Ontario Ministry of Northern Development and Mines implemented voluntary
rehabilitation provisions in November 2012 for companies not responsible for
creating mine hazards on properties they now own or control
➢ Canada Cobalt was one of the very first companies to submit an application
under this program that allows rehabilitation work free of any liability with respect
to any pre-existing environmental issues
➢ As Castle Mine is a former producing mine, existing underground openings and
surface structures had become hazards for individuals working in and using the
area for recreational purposes
➢ The Company spent considerable time and funds rehabilitating known hazards
on these leased and staked grounds, including the re-sloping of waste piles
around surface openings, repairing damaged protective fencing, waste rock
screening and the back-filling of an open shaft
➢ Management remains committed to environmental standards that exceed
those required by law as a core value of the Company. Ongoing monitoring
will ensure environmental and safety standards are met at the highest feasible
standards
www.canadacobaltworks.com
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Management

FRANK J. BASA
P.Eng.
Director, President and
CEO

MATT HALLIDAY
P.Geo.
Vice President,
Exploration

Thomas P. Devlin
Chief Financial Officer

Tina Whyte
Corporate Secretary

Mr. Basa has over 30 years global experience in gold mining and development as a
professional hydro-metallurgical engineer with expertise in milling, gravity concentration, flotation,
leaching and refining of precious and base metals. He is a member of the Professional Engineers of
Ontario and a graduate of McGill University.
Mr. Halliday has over 12 years of metals exploration experience including resource reporting and
modelling and major exploration drill programs in Ontario and Quebec. A graduate of Dalhousie
University in 2007, he honed his skills for almost eight years with SGS Geostat, known as global
leaders in ore body modelling and reserve evaluation. He joined Canada Cobalt in November 2019
from Kirkland Lake Gold where he had been serving as Resource Geologist.
Mr. Devlin brings to the company over 40 years of accounting and management experience in the
investment and junior resource industries. Mr. Devlin, also known as Tom, has been the Chief
Financial Officer of Canada Cobalt Works Inc. since September 23, 2015. He has been Chief Financial
Officer of Granada Gold Mine since July 3 2009.
Tina Whyte brings over 20 years of experience in the corporate and securities industry. Her expertise
spans to areas of corporate governance, continuous disclosure, financing transactions and regulatory
filings and compliance. Ms. Whyte holds corporate secretary positions with other publicly listed
companies.
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Directors
FRANK J. BASA
P.Eng.
Director, President and
CEO

Dianne Tookenay
M.P.A. B. Admin
Director

Jacques F. Monette
Director

Robert D. Setter
B.A., (EC.)
Director

Mr. Basa has over 30 years global experience in gold mining and development as a
professional hydro-metallurgical engineer with expertise in milling, gravity concentration, flotation,
leaching and refining of precious and base metals. He is a member of the Professional Engineers of
Ontario and a graduate of McGill University.
Ms. Tookenay holds a Certificate in Mining Law from the Osgoode Hall Law School, York University, a
Joint Masters of Public Administration from the University of Manitoba, a Bachelor of Administration
from Lakehead University and Native Band Management and Indian Economic Development Diplomas
from Confederation College Applied Arts and Technology. Ms. Tookenay's experience, knowledge and
deep roots within the First Nation communities will add significant value to the Company's development
efforts over the coming years.

Mr. Monette is a career miner who has been engaged in every facet of underground mining for more
than 40 years. His previous positions include Shaft Project Coordinator with Cementation Canada Inc.,
Vice President of Operations/Mining Division for Wabi Development Corp., Vice President of
Development for CMAC Mining Group, Operations Manager for Moran Mining and Tunneling, as well
as Area Manager for J.S. Redpath Group.
Mr. Setter was the former Senior Editor for Report on Mining and Director for a public company. He
brings an extensive business, marketing and analysis background to the Company, is a graduate of
UBC, and holds a B.A. in Economics.

Annemette
Jorgensen Director

Ms. Jorgensen raised several millions of dollars through the financial community and their clients for
Samoth Capital Corporation, and increased shareholder returns on investment.
She has two decades of finance, media, marketing, and investor relations expertise.

Marc T. Bamber

Mr. Bamber, based in London, has 20 years of successful deal-making experience in capital markets
including fund management, with a primary focus on the resource sector.

Director
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Granada Gold Mine Property
Castle Mine Property
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